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So, what do 
we mean by 
firewall 
logging?

• At Edinburgh, the networking is managed 

centrally by our university.

Advantage :

less responsibilities/cost

Disadvantage :

less control over traffic flow

• We can’t monitor firewall policies external to 

our equipment.

We can, and do, request changes.

• We can still monitor the traffic hitting our 

servers which is always useful.  👍



Our Firewall 
configuration

• We exclusively use iptables and not firewalld.
(viewed as a bit too RH exclusive. Also, iptables are very 

similar to nftables which we plan to test soon)

Rules managed/deployed by template/roles 

within ansible.

• Originally, we were interested in just logging 

dropped connections.

Trying to answer;  “Are there any obvious 

misconfigurations at our server level?”

• iptables –j LOG was ‘good enough’🤷 ♂🤷 for 

this, but makes dmesg unusable very quickly, 

not to mention painful to parse.



Ulogd:

“ulogd is a 

userspace logging 

daemon for 

netfilter/iptables 

related logging”

https://www.netfilter.

org/projects/ulogd/

• Installed/Available on lots of Debian based 

distros ‘by default’

(3rd party epel repos package it for CentOS)

• Deployed using ansible and compile/install 

everything manually on each host.

(deployment takes <10min for the whole site of 

30ish machines)

• Usage is relatively simple:

Start userland ulogd service then use;

iptables –A INPUT -j NFLOG --nflog-group xx



How we use ulogd

• Custom service managed by systemd

• 1 Config file (~25 lines):

/etc/ulogd.conf

• Rejected connections are logged:

/var/log/ulog/firewall.log

/var/log/ulog/firewall-ipv6.log

• We can track source/destination IP/port-

number and protocol in a time ordered 

text logfile.



Centralizing 

our firewall 

logging

• In order to centrally manage logs, we decided to use 

Grafana+loki+promtail (PLG).

(promtail, loki & Grafana written in go, user-friendly and 

have a reduced barrier to entry)

• Promtail: runs on the host where the logs are.

These logs are tagged and (push) broadcast to our 

central loki instance.

(security here mainly via ip whitelisting,

need to configure tls in future)

• Loki: runs a service on our monitoring host. Logging 

data is ingested, processed and stored.

• Grafana: responsible for plotting/displaying metrics 

from logs.



How do we use 
Centralized 
Logging?

(Not necessarily 
a best practice 
guide)

• Custom systemd services on all hosts (HW/VM).

Logging framework deployed via docker on centralized 

logging server.

• Promtail is quite quick to configure. Broadcasts whole 

log message and simply tags it with metadata.

• Loki ingests and stores data. Slightly tricker to get 

configured correctly. Supports s3 storage and allows 

after-the fact log parsing.

(e.g. searching for 1 IP in the logs can return when this 

IP contacted each host)

• Grafana is responsible for displaying the log results. 

Quite easy to use, good support here for combining Loki

and Prometheus metrics on same plot!



Summary of Rejected Connections



Exploring time based loki logs



Exploring time based loki logs

Full logs from server

LogQL query support

i.e.  What port, time, server…

Time based histogram for 

searching



What did we learn 
from the logs?

• Most actively probed (and blocked) 
requests are.                               

• Ports are for services which are 
commonly used, though not in GridPP.

• Some of these are also used in our 
university.

• Lesson here is to remember to keep 
externally facing services up to date.

Target Port Services associated with this

23 telnet

443 https

445 SMB/CIFS

465 SMTP

1433 Microsoft SQL Server

3074 Xbox (and opsec-omi)

3389 RDP

3478 STUN server (IP-phones)

59xx VNC

8080 Re-directed web-uis for many services



What else 
did we learn 
from the 
logs?

Quite a lot.

• IPv6 traffic at Edinburgh is routed through additional 
firewalls.
We believe this partly explains the lack of malicious 
traffic hitting our nodes over IPv4.
(Although IPv6 adoption in industry is hit/miss)

• Most traffic comes from distributed networks of bots 
which scan sequentially though our infrastructure. 
(Usually, no 2 IP are the same)

• Unwanted traffic is 99.9%+ from external malicious 
botnets.

• Identified a minor DPM (non-security) issue at the site. 
(won’t discuss here)

• Attacks seem to be based on naïvely looking for 
unsecure services rather than probing whole port range

• Switching services to non-standard ports where possible 
reduces unwanted traffic.
e.g.   ssh 22 -> 2222,   vnc 5900 -> 5750



Centralized 
logging, is it 
useful?

Yes!

• During the ‘2020-HPC-security-incident’* we 
were easily able to confirm/deny malicious 
activity involving the servers we manage.

• Potentially too many IP to sensibly block on all 
hosts?
(May want to look at ASN)

• Loki promises better integration with 
Prometheus/Grafana system monitoring but 
migrating to an ELK stack promises better 
complex log queries, neither are perfect for all 
use-cases (yet).

• Loki is better (purely imo) as you spend less 
time worrying about ingesting/indexing/storing 
data, but it doesn’t have quite the same flexibility 
of elasticsearch.    ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

* https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-52709660



What did 
we learn?

• Checking the firewall config is useful.
(Some services were more exposed 
than they should be, fortunately no 
compromises)

• Useful for debugging distributed 
systems.
(tracking DPM logs this way)

• Once setup ELK or PLG are both more 
efficient than having to manually 
extract/search logs.

In terms of ease of use:

manual-logs >> PLG >> ELK



BACKUPS



Learning to 
use Loki…

A case 
study in 
doing it 
wrong, at 
first.

• Originally attempted to label all dropped connection log lines by 

IP,PROTO,DPT,SPT. This produced a cardinality that is too high 

for loki to comfortably cope with.

(> 1,000 labels after 1 week)

• Planning to reduce this to PROTO + DPT. This reduces the 

cardinality to only some of the key metrics.

NB:

We can now plot;       What people are probing for?

Can no longer plot;     Who was probing for this?

• Can produce plots to answer both questions using ELK.

But here all the data is pre-parsed (no full log lines).

• Labels in loki are much more intended to aid log filtering but are 

also essential for producing metric plots using Grafana.

Potential solution might be to include virtual-labels generated at 

query time using regex within LogQL but we haven’t 

investigated this yet.


